A year with VST Enterprises

What’s being said...

Louis-James Davis, CEO of VST
Enterprises:
“In 2016, we’ve come an incredibly long
way in such a short amount of time. I
believe this is due to the growing need
for a solution like VCode in the market.
We’re delighted to have taken leaps
towards offering our scannable, secure
image technology to a global and varied
customer base.”

Theresa May, Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom:

Liam Fox, International Trade Secretary:
“VST Enterprises is a prime example of
how UK firms are seizing the numerous
opportunities available in overseas
markets. It’s great to see VST Enterprises
follow the Prime Minister’s Trade Mission
to India with a new contract which will use
the best of British innovation to deliver
huge benefits for India and for the UK.”

“I know VSTE prides itself on its ‘infinite
possibilities’ – and it is exactly that sort
of optimism this country needs to power
its economy. Manchester’s exciting tech
industry is already sparking new ideas and
new businesses and VSTE will be able to
spread the word in India.”

Claire McLoughlin - Head of Interactive
Technology, BBC:
“The BBC is proud to support a UK
company which is pushing the boundaries
and can see the benefit of using VCodes
for a wide range of campaigns.”

Key Milestones in 2016
Awards

KPMG - ‘Regional, Best British Mobile
Start-Up 2016’

Harvey Nash - ‘Tech Start-up
of the Year 2016’
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EU Commission Seal of Approval
received for VST Enterprises project for
anti-counterfeiting

Four Government Traceability
Proposals Signed

VST Enterprises named BBC
Official Supplier
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VST Enterprises partner with Gift-Pay to
reduce fraud in the gaming industry

VCode® sets up a JV to facilitate
UK Car Parks
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VST Enterprises Expands Development
arm and strategic partnerships in
United States

CEO Louis-James Davis takes part in
International Trade Mission to India with
Prime Minister Theresa May

DEC

VST Enterprises ‘In the City Club’
celebrates one year of successful tech
events in Manchester

2016
VST Enterprises signs Joint Venture deal
with Indian FinTech company Sreeven
Paytech to eliminate fraud from the
Indian benefits system

Senior-level appointments
in 2016

Former KPMG Partner John Hughes was appointed as Chairman
“When I was first introduced to VST Enterprises, I recognised instantly a team of astute
innovators determined to solve a security issue that negatively affects
many lives and organisations on a daily basis.”
- John -

Former Elavon Vice Presidents, Joseph Cohane and Stephanie Sharp joined VST Enterprises in
the US as Relevant Payment Consulting
“This business is one of few start-ups operating in the authentication space that has the
genuine capability to transform lives, and unite security protocol across verticals.”
- Joseph -

Prominent US lawyer, Timothy Wright III joined VST Enterprises’ executive board
“I am excited to be a part of this team. What VST Enterprises has embarked upon is nothing
short of revolutionary, and will have a major impact in the marketplace.”
- Timothy -

Former managing director of Manchester United International, Mike Farnan,
joined VST Enterprises’ board of directors
“VST Enterprises has produced one of the most exciting technological developments that I have
come across on my global travels. I believe that this ground breaking technology will have
infinite applications in how it will affect our daily lives and the way we do business.”
- Mike -

vstenterprises.com

